


CONCLUSION

Open Source Software are freely available to 
achieve GIS related work

Bulletin Geologic Maps of Zimbabwe have 
been vectorized with scientifically attributed 
map databases

These are essential for first pass resource 
quantification when integrated with other 
data e.g. geophysical data
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WHY OPEN 

SOURCE?

Cut down on budget
No licensing fees
Excellent tools for research and development
Opportunity for technology exploration
Enables development of highly customized 
applications based on client’s needs
Development priorities are driven by end 
user needs
Works on all major platforms

Note: All proprietary GIS software vendors 
are using Open Source GIS components in 
their products



SOFTWARE 

REQUIREMENTS



It is important to bring geologic mapping 
and geologic map publications into digital 
age so that societally relevant information 
on resources and land use can be readily 
available

Adaptation of the geologic mapping and 
geologic map publication to the possibili-
ties presented by digital technology, in-
cluding the publication of digital and sci-
entifically attributed map databases

Optimum Web accessibility and delivery 
of geologic map data
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Geology Maps and their subsequent derivative products 
have immense economic and societal value, particularly if 
the maps are modern and internet accessible.

They support our ability to 
 i) locate and develop mineral and water resources
 ii) assess and protect groundwater quality
 iii) safely site solid and hazardous waste disposal sites
 iv) construct, restore, maintain, and protect sensitive 
 ecosystems
 v) build the nation’s infrastructure of highways, railroads,   
 pipelines, dams
 vi) make more informed land-use and planning decisions  
 to meet societal needs

Geologic maps have proven to be essential elements for 
informing the policy decisions of states
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ZIMBABWE 

DATA 

ARCHIVE

Gazetted EPO Maps, from EPO 1 

Geochemistry (regional) by BGS – 
Rushinga and Nyamapanda

NOTE: This geo-scientific data should 
address issues related to mineral 
exploration/exploitation, surface and 
underground water quantification



ZIMBABWE 

DATA 

ARCHIVE

Topographic Maps 1:250 000 /1:50 000
SPOT panchromatic data

Landsat Images (downloadable from 
USGS)

Geological Maps 1: 100 000 over part of 
Zimbabwe

Aeromagnetic data at 1km line spacing 
covering most of Zimbabwe

Aeromagnetic and INPUT 
electromagnetics at 250m line spacing 
over parts of Zimbabwe



INTRODUCTION

There is art to science, they say.

One of the earliest intersections between 
the two seemingly separate fields was 
cartography

The Geological Maps of Zimbabwe, 
Geological Bulletin Maps are adorned by 
incredible accuracy of cartographers and 
ornate compasses

However, not manipulatable – Hence GIS




